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Kaons are the lightest hadrons containing a strange quark and have been seen for the

first time in 1946 by Rochester and ButlerHl. Pais and Gellmant2] described in 1954 the

neutral Kaons as a linear combination of 2 strangeness states K° and K°. In that model, the

physical states are Kj and K2 with definite and distinct mass vc\\ and m2 and lifetimes Xx and

^ ( )

They could explain the 100% decay into 2 body decay of Fq (already observed experimentally

at that time) by using the charge conjugation symmetry. They also predicted the existence of a

longer-lived K2 particle decaying only into 3 body final states.

In 1955 Pais and Picciontf3] proposed an experimental way to test that, physical particles Kj

and K2 are a coherent mixing of strangeness eigenstates K0 and K0. This method is the

so-called regeneration.

The Regeneration phenomenon

Suppose a pure K0 beam. At t = 0 the K0 state has equal amount of Kj short-lived and
K2 long-lived particles.

Ix1I(O)H Ko) = ̂ I | K , (0)>+| K2(O))]

Since these particles are unstable with different lifetimes, downstream after a

time t we will have :

1 = ^ ( I K 1 (0))exp-X1t-HK2(0)>exp->.2t)

If the observator waits enough,the short-lived component K1 would decay completely. In that

case the entire beam will be converted into the K2 part.

\Kt')) = -^ |K2(0))exp-X2 t '

Let us consider now, the effect of a piece of matter placed in the path of this K2 beam.The K2

wavefunction prior to collision contains equal amount of K0 and K0. The point is that, K0

particles scatter only elastically whereas K0 may also be absorbed by inelastic interactions.

That difference implies a change in the relative amplitude and phase of K0 and K0 inside the

matter.

At the exit of the "regenerator " piece, the wavefunction becomes :
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\|/ = - (a K° + bK0) where a and b are complex numbers.

Replacing K0 and K0 as a function of the physical states Ki and K2 we obtain :

V= ̂ [ ( a - b ) K1 -Ka+b) K2] = g | [ K 2 + p K l ]

with p = (a-b) / (a+b) is the complex regeneration parameter.

So, following the proposal of Pais and Piccioni, if the hypothesis of coherent mixing of the

strangeness states inside the physical particles was right, one should observe a regeneration of

the Ki short-lived component when a pur K2 beam passes through a piece of matter.

The sixties

At the beginning of 1964 a lot of progress was realised concerning Kaon physics.
• The long-lived K2 particle has been observed by Lande et al., during summer 1956W

• At about the same time, Lee and Yang realised that in weak processes there is no evidence for

parity ,time and charge conservation.They proposed the violation of C and P in such decays!^].

Near the end of 1956 the p-decay experiment of Wu et al.^1 proved that parity and charge are

not conserved in weak interactions.

• In spite of that, the product CP is considered as a good symmetry.The 2-body decays of K1

particle is now explained using CP-conservation arguments : K\ is a CP eigenstate with

eigenvalue +1 and for that reason can only decay into 2-body final state (CP =+1). K2 has

CP = -1 and gives only 3-body decays.

• However.under the influence of the recent observation of C and P non-invariance in weak

processes, several experiments were attempt to detect possible T or CP violation, without any

positif résultai.

• Regeneration of the short-lived Ki particle has been observed in a bubble chamber experiment

by Good et alJ8] in 1961 .

• In the Brookhaven Laboratory, Christenson, Cronin, Fitch and Turlay were studying

regeneration phenomena, interested in particular by an anomaly observed by a previous

expérimental.

•• In summer 64 and after half a year of discussions " trying to invent viable alternative

explanations" (10) ,they finally decided to publish the discovery of CP violation based on the

observation of 56 CP-forbidden K2-» 2rc decays. From that data they also established the

magnitude of this violation to be 2.1O~3 Hl] . Cronin and Fitch obtained the 1980 Nobel Prize

of Physics for this discovery.

New formalism

After that discovery, a new formalism has been established for the Kaon System :
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From Strong and EL-M interactions point of view, there exist 2 strangeness eigenstates

K0 ( S=+l) and K0 ( S=-l). However K0 and K0 do not have definite lifetimes and masses for

weak decays,since weak interactions do not conserve strangeness. Instead, there exist

2 indépendant linear combinations of K0 and K0, namely K1 and K2 which are CP eigenstates :

K1 = 1/V2 (K°+K°) CP=+1 K2 = 1/V2 (K0- K0) CP =-1

Nevertheless, K1 and K2 are not physical particles.What we observe is Ks (KL ) which is

mostly Ki (K2) with CP =+1 (CP= -1) and then it decays into 2 (3 ) particles and contains a

small amount e s (eL) of K2 (Kj) with CP=-1 (CP=+1) decaying into 3 (2) particles .

KL oc K2

That parameters es and EL are impurities responsible for CP-violating effects of states mixing.

In the Standard Model, Es L is not the unique source of CP non-invariance. One can also have

for exemple, the K2 component of KL giving by decay a 2-body final state, directly violating in

that way the CP invariance.

This so-called direct CP violation is measured by the complex quantity E' which is the ratio of

the amplitudes A2 and AQ for the decay into isospin 2 and 0, two pions final state.

The phase of e' is given by the 2 pions phase shift.Taking into account the significant

différencies among the quoted in the littérature resultst 12] ? w e give here an average value for

<t>£- = S 2 -S 0 = 45 ± 15°.

The accessible to the experiment CP-violating observable is Tl+-(Ti00), ratio of the CP violating

amplitude KL-> Tt+Ti" (TC°TC°) divided by the CP conserving amplitude K s -• Tr+TT(Tt0Jr0).

These 2 complex numbers can be expressed as a function of E = (ES +ejJ/2 and E'as following :

T1
+- = | n + - | expi<)>+~= E + E1 ri00 = I Ti00IeXp^00= e - 2 £ -

Tj+" , TJO° ,<J>+" and <j)00 are directly measurable quantities.

Origins of CP violation

Many speculations have been offered since 1964 on the possible origins of CP violation

in KL decay. The most famous is the Superweak Model! * 3] which postulates the existence of a

weak force producing oscillations KL-> Ks (Wolfenstein 1964). In that Theory,CP violation

arises only via AS=2 transitions and there is no direct CP non invariance (E* = 0).

Kobayashi and Maskawa have introduced CP violating effects in the Standard Model in

1973[14] xhey have shown in particular that, CP non invariance can naturally appear in a

Univers with at least 3 families of quarks.due to one irreducible phase.
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In the Standard Model, e comes from the so-calïed Box diagrams (fig.l) which allow the

oscillation K°-> K0. Kobayashi and Maskawa pointed out that, this amplitude is real in the case

of 2 quark families and then, the oscillation K0 -> K0 occurs with the same probability that the

inverse one K°-> K0. If the number of quark families is >2, this amplitude get an imaginary

part and the probabilities for K°-> K0 and K°-> K0 differ by a small amount.

W

u.c.t u.c.t + Fig. 1

In the Standard Model e1 comes from the so-called Penguin diagrams which allow the direct

transition of a K° into 2n final state (fig.2).

d

Fig. 2

The magnitude of e'/e is given by the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements and the diagram

operators.In the Standard Model, e'/e should be positif and between 1 and 6 pour mille ( taking

into account the important experimental or theoretical incertainties on all these parameters^].

However, this range depends on m t opn6].

Measurement of e'/e

e'/e is given as a function of the measurable quantities T|+- and Tj00 :

Re — =1/6 ( 1 - I r T I 2 / | r | H 2 ) =1/6 (1-R)
e

The difficulty of the measurement comes from the fact that e'/e being very small number.one

needs large enough statistics and well controlled systematic effects, in order to achieve a high

precision. An important point is that, R is a 4 numbers ratio and by doing, a lot of systematics

cancel out.

Two experiments will be presented in that lecture : E731 experiment,based in Fermilab (USA)

and NA31 experiment in the CERN site. Both collaborations try to measure e'/e with a total

error of the order of 1 per mille.

E731 experiment measures R by detecting 2 ratios : a first data taking determines the ratio

KL-* K+Ji' / Ks-> jc+7t", followed by a separate run measuring concurrently Ks and KL going

into 2 Ji0. In that case, systematic effects related to one decay mode (for example, calorimeter
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or Ks beam.In that

or chamber instability) cancel out.

NA31 measures concurrently both charged and neutral mode in

way, one gets cancellation of sytematics related to one beam (acquisition dead time...).

The ideal experiment which would consist to a concurrent measurement of the 4 decays in order

to eliminate beam and mode sytematic effects, is quite difficult from technical point of view.

The E731 experiment^7!
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E731 uses 2 KL beam lines produced by protons hitting a Berrylium target, 120m

upstream of the decay region (fig.3). After collimation the 1st one goes through a regenerator in

order to create the Ks component.The 2nd one is continiously flying in vacuum.The

regenerator is moving frequently from one beam line to the other in order to eliminate possible

acceptance effects.

The detection apparatus measures charged events owing to a 18m long spectrometer which

consists of a pair of drift chambers (giving the vertex point of the decay) and a magnet,

followed by another pair of drift chambers.The combined information of that spectrometer gives

the kaon mass with an excellent resolution of 3.5 Mev.

The neutral decays K-» 2n;0-> 4y are measured via essentially a lead glass calorimeter of 20

radiation lengths, giving energies and positions of 4 clusters :

AE/E = .06/ VE"+.03 CT (x or y ) = 3.5mm

The triggering conditions require the conversion of one photon on the lead converter plane of

0.1 rad. length. The electron-positron pair is openning up due to one compensating magnet and

then refocussed by the analysis magnet to one single cluster on the calorimeter.Using the

information of the 2 tracks and the calorimeter data, one can reconstruct much more precisely

the neutral decay vertex.
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The NA31 experiment18]

Neutral Kaon beam is produced by 450 GeV protons of SpS at CERN.The KL target is

placed 25Om upstream of the detector and the beam is collimated twice before entrance in the

decay region. For the Ks beam, protons are brought onto a second target only 9m before the

fiducial region. An anticounter preceded by 7cm lead converter defines very precisely the

beginning of the fiducial region. On the other hand, it serves to monitor and calibrate the

absolute energy scale of the electromagnetic calorimeter with the required one per mille

precision.The Ks target and collimators system is mounted on a train which can be mooved

along the 48m decay region, so that the Ks and KL decay distributions become quite similar and

uniform (fig. 4).

ptaitic window
jncicounifr-nniji

SO cm

K1 lirget

coUimalori \

neutrat beam dump

ffluon veto counter*

1er

K1 beam tram displacement

Fig. 4

H hjdron calonme

\ photon calorimeter

wire chamber 1 wire chamber 2

Charged decays are detected by 2 wire chambers which give the longitudinal decay position and

the tracks opening angle. Energies of charged particles are measured by a iron-scintillator

calorimeter with a resolution of a(E) = .65 VE". Nevertheless, the knowledge of the the angle 8

between charged tracks and the ratio p of two energies,provides directly the Kaon energy with a

resolution better than 1% :

r 2 i i / 2

9 \ P) m&

Neutral decays K-> 2TC°-> 4 gammas are measured by a lead/liquid argon calorimeter of

25 radiation lenghts.This detector measures energies and positions of the 4 outgoing photons

with an excellent resolution, uniformity and stability :

a(E) = .O7 VË+.005E+.1

a(x or y) = .5 mm
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Analysis and background substraction

The sources of physical background are the 3-body decays. In fact, 99.7% of KL

particles give the CP-conserving 3-body final states 7tev,7t^v, Jt+Tt~Tt°.The presence of one

neutrino is directly indétectable and there is no zero probability for the electron or the muon to

look like a pion. In that case a 3 body decay might simulate a Jt+Jr" event. For Jt+JfJt0

decays, the 2 photons coming from the neutral pion could escape detection (a large part of

escaping detection photons are tagged by special anticounters placed along the decay regions of

both detectors). Using kinematic properties, one can reject the major part of 3-body

background.

E731
The charged analysis is based essentially

on the reconstructed Jt+Jt' mass. For

good 2TC decays this quantity clusters

around the kaon mass which, owing the

spectrometer is given with an excellent

resolution of 3.5 MeV. For misidentified

3 body deci.xys,the reconstructed mass is

smaller than the Kaon mass because the

missing particle energy. A ±3.3a cut is

applied around the mass to define the

signal region and the remaining

background is substracted by extrapo-

lation of the the Tt+Jt- shape for lower

reconstructed masses.

Inside the Ks line, the presence of the

regenerator causes apart from the

coherent regeneration parallel to the initial

KL beam, a diffractive one with small pt

and unchanged kinematics and the

inelastic one,with important pt and

different energy spectrum due to

secondary particles creation. The p t
2

distribution is shown in figure 5 for

charged decays.

NA31
The charged background in KL beam.is

rejected using the shower calorimetric

behaviour and finally, by a strict mass

cut and the so-called Dtarget cut.Dtarget is

the distance from the target to the decay

plane, reconstructed using the 2 charged

tracks.This distance must be compatible

with zero (within resolution) in the case

of a 2 body decay where the decay is

coplanar. In figure 7 the Dt distribution

is shown for KL data. An analysis of

large D, events shows that they consist of

about 80% of KL-> Jtev and 20% of

KL-> jt(J.v. The signal region is defined

by Dt<5cm and the remaining

background (0.6±0.2%) is substracted

by extrapolation.

In Ks beam the Dt distribution is a

gaussian resolution function. However,

the near to the target collimation system

causes the scattering (elastic and

inelastic) of K° particles wich change

slightly the beam geometry. A Monte

Carlo simulation allows the study and the

correction of that effect.
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Fig. 5

The 3 regeneration components,

colierent, diffractive and inelastic, are

evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation.

Only the coherent component is

considered in the analysis and for charged

decays the signal region is defined by

p2 < 400 MeV/c2.

Neutral detection

The required conversion of one photon

allows the definition of the kaon

transverse position at the regenerator

plane in order to identify inambiguisly its

origine (regenerated = K5 or free = KL

beam). Using this information one can

compute the pt of the kaon line of flight.

IO —

-
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E 1 - - - i , ,__

i i i

K

i i

—> 7\ * n "

IOIAL BG

n e i/

n /Li i/

7T*7T~7("

[ _ I ~ 1 - \

2 5 5 7 1 IO 12 5 15 " 5 20

Fig. 7

Neutral detection K°-> 2TT.O-> 4y decays

are reconstructed from photon energies Ej

and positions (x^.y;) given by the

calorimeter. Assuming that 4 photons

come from a K° decay, one can compute

the longitudinal vertex position :

Z = Z031 - l/2mk (Z E; Ej [(Xi - Xj)
2]} i /2

Assuming this vertex one retains

between all possible 2yy combinations the

2 pairs wich have an invariant mass

compatible with K° mass.Fig. 8 shows

the two dimensional plot MyY1 versus

MyY2- Around the n° mass (135 MeV),

the accumulation of events indicates the

KL -» TC°'/t° decay. Everywhere else the

uniform background comes from 3K°

events with 2 photons having escaped

detection.
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The 3rc°-> 6y -> 4y seen + 2y lost

rejection is done like for charged 3 body

decays. First of all, one calculates all

possible 2ymass combinations and one

retains the 2 nearest to n0 mass.One can

then deduce the longitudinal vertex

position of the decay point :

i n " n - ; 0 ' 3 0 ' * 0 ' 5 o - » i

Fig. 8

Since the two photons masses are

correlated through the Kaon mass

constraint, an elliptical cut is chosen :

The signal is selected inside the first ring.

The background is extrapolated under the

signal from outer rings which cover equal

areas to the central ellipse one. This

backgroung of (4±0.2)% is almost absent

in the first 20m of the decay volume,

since the reconstruction logic moves the

vertex point of KL-» 37t°-» 4y towards

the LAC.

The reconstructed KO7C° mass is shown

in figure 6. The Kaon mass for 2n°

events is measured with a resolution of

a=7.5 MeV and the signal region is

defined as MK<> ±3.3 a.

The non-coherent regeneration in Kg

beam is rejected by a cut at p t
2 = 4000

MeV/c2 and the remaining background

(2.9%) is subtracted using extrapolation.

Results and the futur.

E731

After background subtraction the data are analysed in 10 GeV bins. In 1988, E731 has
published the result H 9] :
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e'/e = .0032 ±.0028 (stat) ±.0012 (syst)

The total error is 3 per mille and this result gives e'/e compatible with zero. E731 took new

data from August 1987 until February 1988 with the aim to measure e'/e within .07%.

In August 1989, this collaboration announced a preliminary result based on a special sample

where the 4 modes KL-> 7C°jt°, KL-> TC+TT"~,KS -» 7t°rc° and Ks-> TC+Jt" have been

concurrently measured. In that way they obtain a reduced systematic error. Nevertheless, they

are statistically limited :

e'/e = -.0005 ± .0014 (stat) ± .0006 (syst)I2°l

This result still gives a value compatible with zero and then, the Superweak Model.

The collaboration is working actually in the analysis of their whole data sample.

NA31

The analysis is done in Energy and Z bins in order to minimize the acceptance

correction. In 1988 the published NA31 result was "the first evidence for direct CP

violation"^ H1 due to an e'/e value 3a far from zero :

e'/e = .0033 ±.0007(stat)±.0008(syst)

Two new runs have followed. The first one in summer 1988 with an updated apparatus

containing a Transition Radiation Detector in order to bring a rejection of 10 against KL-> rcev

decays. The second run which started in July 1989 and will finish in December 1987, is

dedicated to a statistics accumulation and the study of systematic effects, like the accidental

activity.

CP-VIOLATING PHASES AND CPT INVARIANCE

Modern Physic is based on CPT symmetry. The CPT theorem is the work of essentially

3 people, G.Liiders, B.Zumino and W. Pauli[22] who realised and demonstrated that "a local

field theory, invariant under proper orthochronous Lorentz transformation and satisfying the

spin-statistics theorem, is invariant under CPT'. These conditions are quite general and they are

satisfyied by all known interactions.

The experimental consequences of that theorem is that, particles and antiparticles must have

same lifetime, same spin, same magnetic moment and finally, same rest mass. In particular one

should have MKo = M^) . A stringent CPT test can be done by measuring <|>+~ and <|>o0,

phases related to the CP-violating parameters T|+- and r\°° respectively. In fact, a particular

relation must exist between <t>+-, <J>°° and the phase of e, <|>e = 43.7±.2°, defined from unitarity.

2/3 (J)+- + 1/3 «I)00 = <)>e

Fig. 9 shows relations between T)+-, T\°°, e and e1 in the complex plane. Since e' = 0.001 e,
is easy to deduce that the 3 angles (J)+", <t>°° and <\>E must be equal.
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One can define a CPT-violating parameter proportionnai to K0 - K0 mass difference and on

the other hand to two phases :

A » (MK° - MjôO / 2AMLiS = I T] I [2/3 <|>+ " + 1/3 <$>°° - <|>J (= 0 if CPT helds)

So, by measuring experimentally the 2 phases, one can test precisely the mass difference of K0

and K0 and put a limit in CPT invariance.

The best values which can be found in the littérature are :

<|>+- = 44.6+1.2° [23I 0 0 0 = 54.5 ±5 .3° [24I

The charged phase is compatible with <>e but <t>°° is 2a far and indicates a 2a CPT-violating

effect.

NA31 and E731 have measured recently A<j) = (J)00-*])+" with improved precision.

NA31

This collaboration has dedicated in 1987 a 70 days run for a phase measurement. The 2 phases

are determined from the time dépendance of the kaon decay rates into charged or neutral

pions.This rate is the sum of 3 terms, the K s decay part, the KL part suppressed by the

CP-violating parameter I Tj | 2 and finally the interference term.This term is proportionnai to the

so-called dilution factor D(p) which is a measure of the initial admixture of K° and K° and also

to the cosine term responsible for the interference :

I(t) = exp - t/is -H T) I2 exp - t/TL +21 Ti I D(p) exp -1/2( l / t s + 1/TL) COS (Amt - <|>)

where Ts and t L are the Ks and KL lifetimes respectively and Am = ML -Ms.

The same detector as for e'/e measurement has been employed .Two targets were used,one

KNear,near to the decay region (-33.6m) and one KFar, far from the decay region (-48m), both

targets providing K s and KL components.
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With that arrangement one gets the maximum acceptance in the interference region which is at
about 12 Ks lifetimes from the target.

The analysis and background subtraction are done like for e'/e measurement : Using the D ^

distribution in charged mode and the ellipse method in neutral mode. In table 1 are given the

numbers of events after all cuts in the range 1.2m<Z<49.2m and 70GeV<E<170GeV.

Table 1

Charged events

Neutral events

KNEAR team

2.2 xlO*

1.8 x 106

KFAR beam

.57 x 106

.31 xlO6

The interference cosine term can be seen in fig. 10a : The combined target lifetime distribution

(points) is compared with the theoretical one whithout interference term (solid line).One can

subtract this no-interference curve from the data.The result is shown in fig. 10b where the

cosine term clearly appears.The same test is done for neutral events in fig. 1 Ia,b.

7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20 22 5 25

K, Lifetimes

*t.«^..•!••• .

7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20 22.5 25
K, Lifetimes

Fig. 10a Fig. 11a
In order to extract the phase vaiues.one can exploit the 2-target system : One calculates the ratio

of the intensity distributions KN/KF from a fixed point which is chosen to be the mid-point Z0

between the 2 targets.The main advantage of that method is then, that the acceptance effect

can z^ -nit in first order.

Th-it ra (o is calculated in 5 GeV and tj/2 bins : A simultaneous fit is performed to the charged

and neutral ratio, where the 2 phases, the dilution factor and 2 KN/KF normalisations (charged
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and neutral) in 10 GeV intervals, are let free. In spite of that, the Ks and KL lifetimes. Am

and r\ are fixed to their best PDB values.

The ratio KN/KF and the fit result is shown in fig. 12 for different Kaon momentum bins, as a

function of Ks lifetimes from the mid-point Z°.The obtained values are[251 :

(j)+- = 46.8 ± 1.4(stat) ± 0.6(syst) (±0.8 ± 1.2 )

000 = 47.1 ±2.1 (stat)± l.O(syst) (±0.6 ±1.2 )

The quoted in the parenthesis errors correspond to one standard deviation experimental
incertainty on the Ks lifetime and Am.

16

14

12

10

K 0 - >

p == 00-85 GeV
= 100-105 GeV
= 120-125 GeV

10 12 14 16 18 20
K5 Lifetimes

Fig. 12

The two phases are almost equal and at 1.8a far from <|>e .

The E731 measurement of Afy

This collaboration has measured A(|) by using the data sample taken for e'/e analysis.

One uses only decays behind the regenerator where 2 components survive, the regenerated Ks

part and the KL remaining part, in a proportion of p/r| (p = regeneration parameter).

The intensity decay rate into 2 pions inside the decay volume is :

I(t) « I p I2 exp - t/TS-H n I2 exp - t/xL+21 Ti 11 p I exp -1/2( 1/TS + l/xL) cos (Amt + <))p - ^ )

In that case, the phase of the cosine terme is a combination of the CP-violating phase and the

regeneration phase.

For that analysis one has used 200K charged and 200K neutral decays. The background
subtraction is done like for e'/e analysis.
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One performs a first fit of the charged mode from which one gets the quantity <(>„- (J)1,. This

value is injected on the neutral data fit and in that way one gets A<|> = <t>°° - <|)+~, since the

regeneration phase cancels out. A very preliminary result has been announced at the Blois
Conference^] ;

A(|) = <t>°° - ^ = 2.8 ±2.0 (stat) ± ? (syst)

compatible with an equality between charged and neutral phase.

FINAL CONCLUSIONS

Twenty-five years after the discovery of CP violation in the neutral Kaon system, we

still dont know exactly the origin and the components of that weak non invariance. The two

more precise experiments give slightly different answers concerning the direct way of CP

violation :

NA31 gives e'/e = (3.3 ±1.1 )10~3

incompatible with the Superweak Model (for which e'= 0) and in agreement with Standard

Model predictions.

E731 gives e'/e = (-0.5 ±1.5 )10~3

compatible with both.

Again, one needs new and precise results in order to conclude about e'. E731 and NA31 are

actually working on their new data samples. Longer term ideas are also being discussed,

looking for new experiments able to give e'/e with a precision of 0.1- 0.3 1O~3[27]

Concerning CPT invariance the situation seems to be more clear. A(J) is compatible with zero

and both phases are 1.8a far for the phase of e. From NA31 result one can put the more

stringent actually limit on CPT invariance, concerning the mass difference of one particle and its

antiparticle :

(MKo - MKS) / MK° <3.5 10"18 at 95%CL
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